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The transient analysis of dynamic 
anti-plane crack propagation with a constant 
velocity in an anisotropic layered medium is 
presented in this study. A modified linear 
coordinate transformation is introduced to 
reduce the anisotropic problem to an 
equivalent isotropic problem with a similar
geometry configuration. Besides, a useful 
fundamental solution is proposed, and the 
solution can be determined by superposition 
of the fundamental solution in the Laplace 
transform domain. The Cagniard-de Hoop
method of Laplace inversion is used to obtain 
the transient solution in time domain. The 
final results for the stress intensity factor are 
expressed in compact formulations.
Numerical calculations are also evaluated 
and discussed in detail.
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其中 s 為拉氏轉換域參數，而h 為一常數。
其函數間相對之拉氏轉換關係如下
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其中 vd 1= 。
同樣可解出其擴展裂紋入射波時域解為
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而其應力強度因子對裂紋尖端之貢獻為














.   (30)
接下來處理由邊界反射回來之入射與繞射
波
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